**SERIE R002**

The ROTONDI R002 model is especially designed to iron along the entire perimeter of shirts or suits that call for high-quality production of pockets/shirt pockets, frogs, pocket flaps, polo-shirt collar openings and pockets, vent facings on shirts, patches and similar elements in cotton, wool, jersey, synthetic fibres, leather, artificial leather etc...

For maximum productivity, the R 002 is equipped with two totally independent ironing heads with front and rear electrical heating (1200 Watt each), operated by two electronic thermostats.

The machine is an electronic-pneumatic device, controlled by a PLC that manages the various phases of the cycle, allowing the user to adjust the ironing time. The ironing pressure is adjustable manually.

Changing the form is quick and simple, thanks to the “ironing kit”, made of a central plate of stainless steel and a template of aluminium and silicon rubber.

The machine’s hourly production rate is approximately 350/400 pieces. Consumption of electricity: 4.8 KW - 230/1/50-60